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In FY19, publity focused on expanding beyond its pure-play asset
management profile through direct office real estate investment activities.
This was driven by property acquisitions executed by publity investor, as
well as obtaining a controlling stake in PREOS. As a result, the company
moved to a more asset-heavy business model fuelled by debt financing.
The company expects to continue the expansion, and considers the
economic slowdown related to the coronavirus outbreak as an opportunity
for acquisitions, with additional liquidity secured by the corporate bond
issue planned for June 2020.
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Revaluation gains drive net income increase

from €29m as at end-2018 to €447m at end-2019 (now including debt of PREOS).

Bond issue to support liquidity and new acquisitions

Bull

◼ New bond issue may provide additional liquidity

and funding for opportunistic investments.

Bear
◼ Expansion of own property portfolio increases

leverage and sensitivity to property prices.

Consensus estimates

12/21e

publity is a German real estate asset manager and
investor, focused on office properties. It benefits from
c 20 years’ experience and an extensive database
with c 9,500 properties covering nearly 75% of the
relevant market. It manages a portfolio with c €5.5bn
AUM, with €1.1bn attributable to own holdings.

rental income and realise capital gains.

As balance sheet investments are becoming the main contributor to the company’s
earnings, we have decided to change its peer group to include office real estate
investors. publity trades on a P/NAV multiple for 2019 (last available data) of 1.76x
against a peer group average of 0.76x. In FY19 the company paid a dividend of
€1.50 per share. Due to the impact of COVID-19, it was decided at the AGM that no
dividend will be paid out of FY19 earnings at this time.
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Business description

◼ Expansion of own property portfolio to improve

Valuation: Real estate investors as peers

12/20e

Last reported net debt at 31 December 2019 €447m

of the property market.

2020, with TO-Holding agreeing to invest an amount required to bring the issue
volume to at least €50m. However, the main purpose of the issue is to refinance the
five-year convertible bond (c €46m outstanding) maturing in November 2020.

12/19

14.9m

◼ Experienced player with a focus on one segment

Management states publity is well positioned to limit the negative impact of the
coronavirus crisis and use it to acquire new properties on favourable terms. This
would be assisted by the issue of a new €100m corporate bond planned for June
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Deutsche Börse Scale
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With a significant proportion of capacities devoted to managing the intergroup real
estate portfolio in FY19 (following the consolidation of PREOS which was formerly
publity’s external client), publity reported lower income from asset management at
€3.5m vs €28.3m in FY18, coupled with rental income from its own properties at
€14.0m. On the back of first-time adoption of IFRS, it recorded €122.2m in
revaluation gains, driving significantly higher EBIT and net income at €116.3m and
€64.2m, respectively. Along with the expanding portfolio, publity’s net debt was up
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PBY

◼ Dependent on key shareholder.
◼ Work-from-home setup potentially more popular

after COVID-19 reducing demand for office space.
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Financials: Higher transaction volumes in own portfolio
In FY19 publity expanded its managed portfolio from €4.6bn to €5.5bn. However, on top of its asset
management mandates, it started building up its own property portfolio, which as at end-2019 stood
at c €1.1bn. The shift in its operating focus from pure-play asset management towards office real
estate investments (with the PREOS consolidation being an important driver) resulted in a c 45% yo-y decline in external revenue, which was recorded at €20.3m in FY19. In FY18, over €28.3m
(76% of total sales) were attributable to the income from asset management services to third
parties, which included transaction-volume-based earnings (finders and exit fees in particular) as
well as lump sum payments for the ongoing management of the property portfolio. On the back of
more limited transaction activity on external clients’ behalf (after PREOS became a consolidated
entity rather than an external customer), this revenue shrank to just €3.5m in FY19 (with €30.2m
revenues in the asset management segment in FY19 now being subject to intersegment
eliminations). On the other hand, the company started to report income from its own properties,
which in FY19 reached almost €14.0m, driven by rental income, mainly from the 100k sqm property
in Essen-Bredeney, 21k sqm Access Tower in Frankfurt am Main and the 30k sqm Sky HQ near
Munich.
Total cost of sales in FY19 reached €10.6m vs €6.8m in FY18, with cost attributable to the asset
management activities declining from €5.7m to just €3.0m. As a result, gross profit in the third-party
services segment after intersegmental eliminations reached €2.9m (€27.2m in FY18), while assets
from its own portfolio contributed c €6.8m (€3.2m in FY18). It is worth noting, however, that this
includes the result of legacy business related to servicing the non-performing loans (NPL) portfolio.
As at end-December 2019 publity held only one closed-end NPL fund, which went into liquidation
upon expiry at end-2018 and is still being wound up.
Exhibit 1: Financial highlights
€000s
Revenue
Income from services to third parties (asset-management)
Income from own loan portfolios (portfolio assets)
Income from servicing of non-performing loans for third parties (asset-management)
Income from own properties (portfolio assets)
Other income (asset-management)
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Other operating income
Impairment losses on receivables
Personnel expenses
Other operating expenses
Result of remeasurement of investment properties
Result before taxes and interest
Finance income
Finance costs
Impairment of non-current financial assets
Share of results of associates
Result before tax
Income tax expense
Earnings after taxes
thereof attributable to shareholders of the parent company

2019
20,323
3,483
512
2,265
13,954
109
(10,603)
9,720
6,748
0
(2,547)
(19,852)
122,230
116,299
6,127
(14,360)
(27,703)
(587)
79,776
(15,616)
64,161
58,822

2018
37,217
28,348
4,257
3,042
0
1,569
(6,793)
30,424
1,294
(143)
(2,024)
(7,675)
8,940
30,816
8,454
(2,851)
(2,962)
(16)
33,441
(8,826)
24,615
24,530

y-oy
-45.4%
-87.7%
-88.0%
-25.5%
N/M
-93.1%
56.1%
-68.1%
421.6%
N/M
25.9%
158.7%
N/M
277.4%
-27.5%
N/M
N/M
N/M
138.6%
76.9%
160.7%
139.8%

Source: publity accounts

In FY19 publity reported a significant increase in both other operating income and expenses, rising
to €6.7m and €19.9m respectively, against €1.3m and €7.7m in FY18. The former improvement has
been driven by deconsolidation results, related to the sale of St Martin Tower in Frankfurt am Main,
completed on 12 December 2019 (just months after acquisition on 3 April 2019), amounting to
€4.9m, while similar income in 2018 reached only €0.6m. The company also reported a €0.7m gain
from the modification of the lease contract for the ‘publity Center’ and a €0.6m gain the from
reduction of impairment allowances against receivables, which was not recorded in the previous
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year. Among other operating expenses, over €4.8m concerns derecognition of receivables (€2.0m
in FY18), while legal and consulting costs, primary due to the capital increase and acquisition of
properties and property holding companies, amounted to €3.5m (€1.9m in FY18). According to the
company, c €5.7m of other operating expenses is related to companies formed or acquired in 2019.
We note, that FY19 is the first year prepared fully in accordance with IFRS only, resulting in the first
revaluation of properties on its balance sheet under IFRS (as opposed to properties managed as
part of its institutional mandates). Consequently, publity recognised the €122.2m result of
remeasurement of investment properties, being attributable to the revaluation of the TheodorAlthoff-Straße 2, Eschborn, Sky, Access Tower, Sankt Martin Tower, Lüdenscheid and Oberhausen
properties. Consequently, FY19 EBIT in the portfolio management reached €100.9m, which along
with asset management result translated into group EBIT at €116.3m, against €30.8m in FY18.
publity’s expanding balance sheet investments triggered an increase in leverage level (including
debt acquired with the PREOS takeover), putting net debt at €447m as at end-2019 (including
property related borrowings of €427m, lease and other liabilities of €45m and outstanding
convertible bonds of €75m, while cash and cash equivalents sit at c €100m) compared with €29m
at end-2018. As a result, its net debt to total assets ratio reached c 51% at end-2019 against 16%
12 months earlier. The move away from an asset-light business model also fuelled a visible
increase in financing costs, which reached €14.4m in FY19 vs just €2.9m in FY18, with c €11m
interest paid on borrowings (none in FY18). publity also recognised a €27.7m impairment of noncurrent financial assets, including charges against non-performing loan portfolios, due to the
adjustments made to the amounts and timing of the expected cash inflows. Consequently, the net
profit for 2019 stood at €64.2m compared to €24.6m in 2018.

Investment opportunities during economic slowdown
publity's portfolio is focused on office real estate, which at the present seems more resilient than
retail and hotel properties, in suffering from the negative impacts of restrictions imposed by the
German government to limit the spread of the pandemic. We note, however, that according to JLL,
in Q120 investments in office real estate in Germany declined to c €5.0bn after €5.9bn in Q119. At
the same time, overall transaction volume in Q120 improved by 82% y-o-y to €28bn, with c €10.7bn
investments in residential and other real estate in the living asset class, confirming rising risk
awareness among investors and a consequent search for diversification options. In Q120 office
properties constituted only 18% of overall investment volume, while in the whole 2019 this share
stood at c 40%.
According to management, publity is well-positioned not only to safely wait out the economic
slowdown, but to even benefit from it, as it views temporary market slumps as additional
opportunities for expansion. We note, however, that in 2019, publity acquired c €427m in propertylevel debt, with c €126.8m maturing within 12 months (€175m in total, including convertible bonds
and other financial liabilities) and a further €246.1m payable in FY21. In connection with these
borrowings, the company needs to adhere to standard financial covenants, including loan-to-value
level, interest and debt ratios, as well as certain ratios of loan amounts to rental income. While at
end-2019 the company complied with all covenants, the current macro environment could translate
into a decline in property values, potentially leading to covenant breaches. On the other hand, we
note that the company sold its 6,700 sqm office property in the Airport City in Dortmund in May
2020, likely leading to some minor de-leveraging and additional liquidity. We also note that in the
long term, COVID-19 could result in more limited tenant demand for office space if the work-fromhome model becomes more popular, depressing the valuation of office properties.
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Refinancing its convertible bond
With the approaching redemption date of the 2015/2020 convertible bond on 17 November 2020,
the company decided to issue a new non-convertible corporate bond to replace it. The original
issue date was set at March 2020 and then postponed until autumn. However, on 18 May 2020,
publity decided to move the issue to June 2020 and to double the volume to €100m, with the major
shareholder and CEO of publity, Thomas Olek (via his investment company TO-Holding), agreeing
to invest an amount required to bring the issue volume to at least €50m. The decision to bring the
issue forward and increase its volume could be related to current macro conditions, as the issue
proceeds will be used to strengthen publity’s liquidity and finance further portfolio expansion.
The bond offering will also include an exchange offer for the convertible bond holders, under which
they would be entitled to exchange their holdings at a 1:1 ratio, also receiving additional cash from
an exchange premium, which is currently expected to sit at c €20 per bond. The coupon rate of the
new issue is expected at 5.5% vs 3.5% for the 2015/2020 bond. Additionally, TO-Holding
announced in May 2020 an offer to purchase the convertible bonds against 99% of the nominal
price and accrued interest. This leaves convertible bond holders with three options (the conversion
to equity option is out of the money): exchange their holdings for the new issue, sell the bond to
TO-Holding or demand from publity repayment of their bonds at par plus accrued interest. The last
option would be available only after the new issue, as due to the guarantee of a minimum issue
volume of €50m, one of the 2015/2020 convertible bond covenants – regarding the major
shareholder’s ownership position – could be breached, giving the bondholders a right to repayment.

Valuation
Following the strategic realignment of the company, towards a combination of an asset manager
business (focused on fees) and an asset owner (focused on NAV growth), we have decided to
change the peer group we use for valuation purposes, to better reflect publity’s new business
model. The group now includes real estate investors from Germany and Austria, with a significant
exposure to the office market segment. We believe that P/NAV would be the best measure to
assess the company’s valuation; however, consensus estimates for NAV for publity are not
available. The last reported P/NAV ratio (based on the balance sheet value of equity at endDecember 2019) stood at c 1.76x, against a peer group average of 0.76x. This may at least partially
reflect the value attached to its asset management business, contributing to the earnings. Looking
at P/E multiples based on FY20–22e Refinitiv consensus figures (SRC Research and First Berlin),
publity trades at a significant discount to its peers. However, we note that this multiple is not the
best metric to compare investment companies and that consensus figures may be somewhat
distorted by revaluation gains (such as those booked by publity in FY19). In FY19 publity paid a
dividend amounting to €1.50 per share, which constitutes a 4.1% yield, calculated based on the
end-2019 share price. For now, publity’s shareholders decided not to pay a dividend in FY19.
However, according to the current Refinitiv consensus, improving net earnings should translate into
attractive dividend payments, significantly outperforming the peer group average.
Exhibit 2: Peer group comparison

CA Immobilien Anlagen
Immofinanz
DIC Asset
TLG Immobilien
Demire
Peer group average:
publity
Premium/(discount) to peers

Market cap P/NAV (x)
(€m)
2019
2,843
0.96
1,750
0.60
909
0.94
1,730
0.61
452
0.68
0.76
532
1.76
132%

Dividend yield (%)
2020e
2021e
2022e
3.6
3.9
4.4
6.1
6.7
7.0
5.5
5.9
6.2
7.0
7.3
N/A
1.2
2.8
3.8
4.7
5.3
5.4
8.4
11.2
11.2
3.7pp
5.9pp
5.8pp

2020e
18.1
21.3
14.0
10.5
7.5
14.3
5.4
(62%)

Source: Refinitiv consensus as at 22 May 2020
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P/E (x)
2021e
12.2
12.0
12.1
9.5
9.5
11.0
4.2
(62%)

2022e
6.0
10.5
11.4
N/A
9.3
9.3
4.7
(49%)

General disclaimer and copyright
Any Information, data, analysis and opinions contained in this report do not constitute investment advice by Deutsche Börse AG or the Frankfurter Wertpapierbörse. Any investment decision should be solely based on a
securities offering document or another document containing all information required to make such an investment decision, including risk factors. This report has been commissioned by Deutsche Börse AG and prepared
and issued by Edison for publication globally.
Edison Investment Research standard fees are £49,500 pa for the production and broad dissemination of a detailed note (Outlook) following by regular (typically quarterly) update notes. Fees are paid upfront in cash
without recourse. Edison may seek additional fees for the provision of roadshows and related IR services for the client but does not get remunerated for any investment banking services. We never take payment in stock,
options or warrants for any of our services.
Accuracy of content: All information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly available sources that are believed to be reliable, however we do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of
this report and have not sought for this information to be independently verified. Opinions contained in this report represent those of the research department of Edison at the time of publication. Forward-looking information
or statements in this report contain information that is based on assumptions, forecasts of future results, estimates of amounts not yet determinable, and therefore involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other
factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of their subject matter to be materially different from current expectations.
Exclusion of Liability: To the fullest extent allowed by law, Edison shall not be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential losses, loss of profits, damages, costs or expenses incurred or suffered by you arising out or in
connection with the access to, use of or reliance on any information contained on this note.
No personalised advice: The information that we provide should not be construed in any manner whatsoever as, personalised advice. Also, the information provided by us should not be construed by any subscriber or
prospective subscriber as Edison’s solicitation to effect, or attempt to effect, any transaction in a security. The securities described in the report may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of
investors.
Investment in securities mentioned: Edison has a restrictive policy relating to personal dealing and conflicts of interest. Edison Group does not conduct any investment business and, accordingly, does not itself hold any
positions in the securities mentioned in this report. However, the respective directors, officers, employees and contractors of Edison may have a position in any or related securities mentioned in this report, subject to
Edison's policies on personal dealing and conflicts of interest.
Copyright: Copyright 2019 Edison Investment Research Limited (Edison). All rights reserved FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”) © FTSE 2019. “FTSE®” is a trade mark of the London Stock Exchange Group companies
and is used by FTSE International Limited under license. All rights in the FTSE indices and/or FTSE ratings vest in FTSE and/or its licensors. Neither FTSE nor its licensors accept any liability for any errors or omissions in
the FTSE indices and/or FTSE ratings or underlying data. No further distribution of FTSE Data is permitted without FTSE’s express written consent.

Australia
Edison Investment Research Pty Ltd (Edison AU) is the Australian subsidiary of Edison. Edison AU is a Corporate Authorised Representative (1252501) of Crown Wealth Group Pty Ltd who holds an Australian Financial
Services Licence (Number: 494274). This research is issued in Australia by Edison AU and any access to it, is intended only for "wholesale clients" within the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001 of Australia. Any advice
given by Edison AU is general advice only and does not take into account your personal circumstances, needs or objectives. You should, before acting on this advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice, having
regard to your objectives, financial situation and needs. If our advice relates to the acquisition, or possible acquisition, of a particular financial product you should read any relevant Product Disclosure Statement or like
instrument.

New Zealand
The research in this document is intended for New Zealand resident professional financial advisers or brokers (for use in their roles as financial advisers or brokers) and habitual investors who are “wholesale clients” for the
purpose of the Financial Advisers Act 2008 (FAA) (as described in sections 5(c) (1)(a), (b) and (c) of the FAA). This is not a solicitation or inducement to buy, sell, subscribe, or underwrite any securities mentioned or in the
topic of this document. For the purpose of the FAA, the content of this report is of a general nature, is intended as a source of general information only and is not intended to constitute a recommendation or opinion in
relation to acquiring or disposing (including refraining from acquiring or disposing) of securities. The distribution of this document is not a “personalised service” and, to the extent that it contains any financial advice, is
intended only as a “class service” provided by Edison within the meaning of the FAA (i.e. without taking into account the particular financial situation or goals of any person). As such, it should not be relied upon in making
an investment decision.

United Kingdom
This document is prepared and provided by Edison for information purposes only and should not be construed as an offer or solicitation for investment in any securities mentioned or in the topic of this document. A
marketing communication under FCA Rules, this document has not been prepared in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any
prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
This Communication is being distributed in the United Kingdom and is directed only at (i) persons having professional experience in matters relating to investments, i.e. investment professionals within the meaning of Article
19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (the "FPO") (ii) high net-worth companies, unincorporated associations or other bodies within the meaning of Article 49
of the FPO and (iii) persons to whom it is otherwise lawful to distribute it. The investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available only to such persons. It is not intended that this document be
distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons and in any event and under no circumstances should persons of any other description rely on or act upon the contents of this document.
This Communication is being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced by, further distributed to or published in whole or in part by, any other person.

United States
Edison relies upon the "publishers' exclusion" from the definition of investment adviser under Section 202(a)(11) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and corresponding state securities laws. This report is a bona fide
publication of general and regular circulation offering impersonal investment-related advice, not tailored to a specific investment portfolio or the needs of current and/or prospective subscribers. As such, Edison does not
offer or provide personal advice and the research provided is for informational purposes only. No mention of a particular security in this report constitutes a recommendation to buy, sell or hold that or any security, or that
any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person.
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